**China’s Future Economic Growth:**

6\textsuperscript{th} Annual NYU Conference on Chinese Capital Markets

Friday, December 9, 2016

Greenberg Lounge, NYU School of Law, 40 Washington Sq. South, NYC

8:30 – 9:00  **Registration and Breakfast**

9:00 – 9:15  **Opening Remarks**

David Denoon  
Prof. of Politics and Economics, NYU  
Director, NYU Center on U.S.-China Relations

9:15 – 10:25  **Panel 1: Macro-Economic Forecasts**

Matt Nimetz  
Moderator  
Advisory Director, General Atlantic LLC

Paul Sheard  
Executive Vice President and Chief Economist  
Standard & Poor’s Global  
"China's growth challenges: Some lessons from Japan"

Longmei Zhang  
Economist, Asia Pacific Dept., IMF  
“Alternative Forecasts of China’s Growth”

Karen Harris  
Managing Director, Macro Trends Group,  
Bain & Company  
“Competing Views of China’s Prospects”
10:25 – 10:40 Coffee Break

10:40 – 11:50 Panel 2: Demographic Change

Hugh Patrick  Moderator
Director, the Center on Japan Economy & Business, Columbia Business School

Richard Katz  Editor-in-Chief, The Oriental Economist
“The Implications of Japan’s Demographic Profile”

Guillermina Jasso  Silver Professor of Sociology, NYU
“Inequality, Justice, and Future China-Japan Comparisons?”

Feng Wang  Professor of Sociology, UC Irvine
“The Implications of China’s Demographic Profile”

12:00 – 1:00 Luncheon

1:00 – 1:30 Keynote Interview

Arthur Kroeb3r  Managing Director, GaveKal Dragonomics
“Will China’s Economy Continue to Slow Down?”

1:30 – 1:40 Coffee Break
1:40 – 2:50  Panel 3: Total Factor Productivity (TFP), Patents and Trends in Education

Stephen Figlewski  Moderator
Professor of Finance, NYU Stern School of Business

M.I. Nadiri  Jay Gould Professor of Economics, NYU;
National Bureau of Economic Research
“Measuring TFP”

Tony Tong  Professor of Management, Krannert School of Management, Purdue University
“Patent Flows In and Out of China”

Prashant Loyalka  Center Research Fellow, Freeman Spogli Institute, Stanford University
“What Are The Trends in China’s Human Capital?”

2:50 – 3:30  Concluding Reception